
 
 
 

 

The Role of Informal Education in Engaging Underrepresented 
Learning Audiences in Science  
 
The purpose of this design summary is to detail how informal education can help to 
engage underrepresented learning audiences in STEM fields (Science, Technology, 
Engineering, Mathematics). According to Crane, Nicholson, Chen and Bitgood (1994); 
informal science learning refers to activities that occur outside the school setting, are 
not developed primarily for school use, are not developed to be part of an ongoing 
school curriculum, and are characterised as voluntary as opposed to mandatory 
participation as part of an accredited school experience (Stocklmayer, Rennie & 
Gilbert 2010). “Underrepresented” includes a range of groups (e.g., girls and women, 
individuals with disabilities, immigrants, ex-offenders, LGBT populations, the list goes 
on).  
 
The focus of this design project is on women in racial/ethnic groups that are 
underrepresented in STEM professions, and how informal education at institutions 
like museums and planetariums can play a role in inspiring these groups to enter 
those professions. According to the National Science Foundation, three racial/ethnic 
groups—Blacks, Hispanics and American Indians—are underrepresented in STEM 
(Zeigler, 2015). I demonstrate that by incorporating more informal education 
teachers can engage a wider audience to include more individuals from 
marginalized groups in STEM, and why it is important.  
 
On DECEMBER 17, 2015 The Harvard Business Review’s ALISON BEARD asked the 
famous astrophysicist Neil DeGrasse Tyson the following question: Growing up you 
were discouraged from pursuing a career in science. What made you so determined 
to persevere, and so confident that you could? 
 
To which, NEIL DEGRASSE TYSON replied: “I was nine years old on my family trip to 
the Hayden Planetarium, where I now serve as director. 
 
I came as age nine. And then I saw the universe on the dome. I was struck by it. Star 
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struck by it. In fact, I think the universe chose me, because from that moment 
onward, I wanted to commit my life to thinking about, studying, learning about the 
universe. 
 
Museums and institutions where informal education takes place provide the 
additional avenues necessary for helping underrepresented groups access careers 
in science. There exists an important connection between informal education in 
providing increased representation of minority groups in science, technology, 
engineering, and math (STEM). The connection lies within the accessibility of and 
exposure to STEM, and within engaged and networked communities. Like in all 
education, the entire community plays a role in demonstrating the relevance of 
STEM and promoting exposure and equitable access to high-quality learning 
experiences. According to the 2016 report from the government Office of Innovation 
and Improvement, titled STEM 2026: A Vision For Innovation in STEM Education, the 
engagement of the full range of stakeholders and community members in 
improving STEM education can help mitigate the behavioral, structural, and 
organizational factors that affect STEM practices that play a role in turning certain 
groups of learners away from these career paths.  
 
Dr. Danielle Lee is an outreach scientist who studies animal behavior and behavioral 
ecology. She was named the Diversity Scholars Awardee in 2009 by the American 
Institute of Biological Sciences for her contributions to science and promoting 
diversity within the field. She published an article in Scientific American called 
Underrepresented and underserved: Why minority role models matter in STEM and 
in it she says that in order to increase representation in STEM, we need to increase 
STEM service to these audiences. And that a recent University of Massachusetts 
Amherst study found that having academic contact with female professionals in 
STEM can have positive influences on female students. 
 
Additionally, decades of research by organizational sociologists, scientists, 
psychologists, economists and demographers show that socially diverse groups are 
more innovative than those which are homogeneous. This is because different 
backgrounds bring new information. For more information on data collected that 
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proves this, see the article in Scientific American titled How Diversity Makes Us 
Smarter by Katherine Phillips.  
 
I want to go a step further and say that in addition to role models, education outside 
of school is necessary to increase representation in STEM since formal education is 
not always inclusive (take for one recent example the lawsuit accusing Harvard of 
discriminating against Asian-American applicants).  
 
Informal education can provide that increased service to minority audiences and 
those who may be systematically oppressed by institutions. “Underrepresented” 
includes a range of groups (e.g., girls and women, individuals with disabilities, 
immigrants, ex-offenders, LGBT populations, the list goes on). My focus is on 
emphasizing the importance of minority women representation in STEM, and how 
informal education at institutions like museums and planetariums can play a role in 
inspiring these groups to enter those professions. According to the National Science 
Foundation, three racial/ethnic groups—Blacks, Hispanics and American 
Indians—are underrepresented in STEM (Zeigler, 2015). By incorporating more 
informal education we can engage a wider audience to include more individuals 
from marginalized groups in STEM. 
 
Informal education can mean many things including makerspaces, public libraries, 
history museums, planetariums, aquariums, art museums, science museums, zoos, 
etc. According to Crane, Nicholson, Chen and Bitgood in their journal article Informal 
Science Learning: What research says about television, science museums, and 
community based projects: Informal science learning refers to activities that occur 
outside the school setting, are not developed primarily for school use, are not 
developed to be part of an ongoing school curriculum, and are characterized as 
voluntary as opposed to mandatory participation as part of an accredited school 
experience. Having more of these facilities available can help to make up for the 
shortcomings of a formal classroom education.  
 
For example, the students with bad behavior getting all the attention from teachers 
because they are uncontrollable. This is an example where an educator outside of 
school is necessary to make that connection the teacher has missed with the 
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students on good behavior because they were busy trying to maintain classroom 
order by giving all their attention to the unruly group of students.  
 
Additionally, the astronomical cost of formal education is starkly contrasted by the 
affordability of a day pass to your local museum or informal educational institution. 
This contributes to those facilities being more diverse and good at promoting 
inclusivity in STEM since children are able to interact with mentors from their 
community  in a low-stress environment.  
 
To finalize, informal education is playing a huge role in inspiring underrepresented 
groups to enter STEM fields by providing wider access to tools and mentors not 
always afforded by public classrooms.  
 

1. Setting/Mise en Scène and Major Characters [Front-end Analysis: who, what, 
where, when] 

 
Please tell the story about why you want to create this presentation/ infographic: 
 

● Who is the presentation / infographic for? This presentation and infographic 
will be intended for people interested in understanding how informal 
education at museums and institutions will help promote inclusivity in science. 
I will demonstrate how museums and institutions are using informal education 
to engage and include young people who may have previously been left out 
of formal educational settings and why that is so important. 
 

● What content will the presentation / infographic cover? The future infographic 
will contain data that supports the argument that there should be more 
women from minority groups represented in STEM, and that informal 
education can help to achieve this balance of representation. It will depict 
data on the participants in STEM fields over time, and it will show using data 
how museums and institutions have been successful in encouraging 
underrepresented groups to go into those fields.  
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● Where and when will the presentation / infographic be used? The infographic 
I will make could be used as a job aid for museum or institution staff. More 
likely, it could be used by teachers in a formal setting who want to advocate 
for the use of more informal education where they work. The presentation is 
an informative/ persuasive piece and it should be used at schools or in the 
formal education setting in order to get more people to shift towards informal 
learning. Infogram I created:  

 

2. Plot [Instructional Challenge or Opportunity (with learning objectives / 
outcomes)] 

 
Please address the following as part of your plot for this design story: 
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● Through your design, what will the presentation / infographic accomplish? I 
hope that this project has enlightened, persuaded, and informed readers. I 
hope that more people will see the value and importance of informal 
education, and what it offers to those who aim to engage underrepresented 
groups in science. I also hope to convey a strong argument as to why diverse 
perspectives are imperative for good science.  

 
● What will learners be able to do as a result of viewing the presentation / 

infographic? Individuals will be able to explain to others the importance of 
informal education in a child’s development after viewing the presentation 
and infographic. It will begin a conversation about how it is important to have 
diverse perspectives in STEM, and how informal educational institutions make 
science more accessible to a wide range of marginalized groups.   

 
 

3. Outcome [Design Solution (with referenced support), also describing how the 
solution addresses the project's assessment tool] 

 
Please share the story about your design decisions: 
 

● Describe how your design addresses each element of CARP: Contrast, 
Alignment, Repetition, Proximity.  

○ Contrast: I have bold, white font on very dark colors. I have contrast in 
ideas, I compare different populations of people in STEM fields.  
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○ Alignment: I have text aligned mostly left or right justified with few 

centered blocks of text.  
○ Repetition: I repeat colors and ideas. I have teal, yellow, and navy blue 

that repeat. I  repeat the concept that I want to address so the 
audience knows what to focus on and take away from my 
presentation. 

○ Proximity: Logos are an appropriate distance from text, and I have 
given room around my elements so there is a defined border on all my 
slides and nothing is too close to the edges.  

 
● Describe how your design addresses Our Presentation / Infographic Design 

Guidelines [created together and available in Canvas]  
○ I took the group’s advice to jump right in with an example and skip the 

preamble. I instead started with a quote which I hope grabs the 
audience’s attention.  

 
● Share how our readings/viewings have influenced your design; include the 

citations. 
○ Heath, C., & Heath, D. (2008). Made to stick: Why some ideas die and 

others survive. Making Presentations Stick was extremely influential and 
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helped me to know when to stop adding content and taught me to dive 
in without a preamble.  

○ Williams, R. (2008). The non-designers design book helped me 
remember the CRAP acronym; contrast, repetition, alignment and 
proximity.  

 

4. Preview [Formative Feedback] 

 
Provide each question you used and, explain why you asked the question. What 
were you trying to learn by asking your peers  this question? 
 
Then share the specifics of all peer reviews and explain what you did, or did not do, 
based on your feedback. 

I.  
How can I be more organized in my formatting of the information I am 
delivering verbally? I asked this because I am not confident in my ability to 
deliver information verbally. I was slightly more confident having 
communicated with my peer reviewers.  

II. In what ways can I better align the visuals to what I'm saying (this was 
extremely difficult, and now I understand why Pecha Kucha is an artform- a 
craft!)? I asked this to my peers since it was so tricky to get visuals timed up 
perfectly with what you are saying, that’s why we all just had to do the best 
we can. 

III. Where is my plot hole, what information am I missing? My goal is to provide a 
clear argument for the importance of informal education/ how it can be used 
to influence more people to study science. With our own work, sometimes we 
overlook things that we think are common knowledge and I did not want to 
leave anyone behind with something I left out. As presenters it’s important to 
know what levels your audience are at and typically you proceed assuming 
they come with no knowledge starting out and you have to explain everything 
in detail.  

 
Things I have taken from peer reviewer Karen Morris: Are there more stories or 
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statistics about other scientific achievers and informal learning environments being 
advantageous over traditional education? For visuals, many of the slides could 
possibly have a larger font. You had negative space that was not really doing 
anything, for example the Danielle Lee image was quite small, you could make her 
the entire slide if you want to make her the focal point. I thought the NSF chart could 
have less text, maybe it could do without the notes. 
 
Suggestions from peer reviewer Faustino Payán: A suggestion would be to create a 
slide that frames the main topics you are going to discuss. ...drop the use of STEM 
when it is not a proper noun. I suggest selecting one or two minority groups that 
have similar struggles with science based careers. On the NSF slide, avoid using 
acronyms in this presentation. The slide about the Harvard lawsuit didn’t flow with 
the content. I suggest showing additional examples of each subject mentioned. 
Example: technology / math include an algorithm or code snippet. The presentation 
should implicitly state that goal is to influence more people to study science. This 
helps the learner understand what they are learning and cues in the presentation 
are clear as they nudge individuals to conceptualize the reasoning behind your 
argument. 
 
Advice taken from peer reviewer Karen Gonzales: I think your narration is off to a 
great start (it’s not a mess like you stated!). It’s a bit disjointed and doesn’t flow 
smoothly right now because some unintended pauses and inflection, but this will 
easily improve as you practice it. I like your music choices, the light, airy notes 
complement your topic well. However, it cuts off and reappears randomly at several 
points throughout the presentation. Bigger font sizes can be used on certain slides - 
Presentation Points, Danielle Lee, Museums vs. Schools, etc. I would suggest moving 
the “Presentation Points” slide up and have the image of the beakers after it to 
better align with your narration. For the STEM 2026 slide, I think you a good job 
explaining the information and you can eliminate the text “US Dept of Ed, in 
collaboration…” I understand the relation of the NSF slides, but you don’t reference 
the slide information in your narration. I think you can eliminate the chart and 
replace it with a more relevant image or text.  
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5. Epilogue [Design Lessons Learned] 
 
Please provide a concise and straightforward, yet personal reflection on the most 
important lessons you learned in your process of creating this project.  
 
Viewers will be able to explain to others the importance of informal education in a 
child’s development after viewing the presentation. It will begin a conversation about 
how it is important to have diverse perspectives in STEM, and how informal 
educational institutions make science more accessible to a wide range of 
marginalized groups. I hope that more people will see the value and importance of 
informal education, and what it offers to those who aim to engage more 
underrepresented groups in science. I also hope to convey a strong argument as to 
why diverse perspectives are imperative for good science. 
 
To be perfectly honest, I only work hard on what I’m passionate about and I worked 
really hard on this project. I wanted to pick a topic that would be one I care deeply 
about and one thing that has been consistent in my career is that I want to promote 
the importance of encouraging young minority women to enter STEM fields. There 
are not many things I care enough about to create a six or seven minute video 
about. I have learned so much regarding my abilities, and how certain technologies 
enhance my abilities and others definitely diminish them. Going forward, I am glad to 
have sorted through the issues with audio-visual technology to persevere and 
produce something I can actually present to the public.  
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7. Project Checklist 
 
Please complete the checklist, indicating of all project elements are completed: 
 

Completed?  Project Element 

✔  Rich with instructional value (i.e., helps learners achieve learning 
objectives) 

✔  Adheres to the structure and timing requirements of the 
presentation format (e.g., 20 images/slides, 20 seconds per 
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image/slide for a pecha kucha) 

✔  Adheres to our co-created Our Presentation Design Guidelines, 
including effective use of visuals and narration/sound 

✔  Follows the CARP design recommendations 

✔  Attends to basic textual design issues: spelling errors/typos, line 
lengths and breaks, punctuation and capitalization consistency, 
and elimination of orphaned words and centered text (only used 
for headings/titles) 

✔  Avoids bullet points, pre-defined templates, clipart/cartoony 
visuals, and overused images in favor of your own visual creations 
and photographs 

✔  Reflects revisions based on peer reviews and instructor feedback 

 
 
 
Additional Visuals/ Notes: 
 
Studies in Science Education 
 
Engaging Audiences Underrepresented in STEM Fields  
 
Overview: How to Engage Underrepresented Groups 
 
Life’s Work: Neil deGrasse Tyson 
 
How Diversity Makes Us Smarter 
 
STEM 2026 
 
Evidence & Impact: Museum-Managed STEM Programs in Out-of-School Settings 
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Women, Minorities, and Persons with Disabilities in Science and Engineering 
Government Statistics 
 
Women, Minorities, and Persons with Disabilities in Science and Engineering PDF 
 
What's the Price Tag for a College Education? 
 
Neil deGrasse Tyson decided to become a scientist when he was "starstruck" by a 
planetarium show 
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